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	Andean Cocaine: The Making of a Global Drug, 9780807859056 (0807859052), The University of North Carolina Press, 2008

	Illuminating a hidden and fascinating chapter in the history of globalization, Paul Gootenberg chronicles the rise of one of the most spectacular and now illegal Latin American exports: cocaine.

	

	Gootenberg traces cocaine's history from its origins as a medical commodity in the nineteenth century to its repression during the early twentieth century and its dramatic reemergence as an illicit good after World War II. Connecting the story of the drug's transformations is a host of people, products, and processes: Sigmund Freud, Coca-Cola, and Pablo Escobar all make appearances, exemplifying the global influences that have shaped the history of cocaine. But Gootenberg decenters the familiar story to uncover the roles played by hitherto obscure but vital Andean actors as well--for example, the Peruvian pharmacist who developed the techniques for refining cocaine on an industrial scale and the creators of the original drug-smuggling networks that decades later would be taken over by Colombian traffickers.

	

	Andean Cocaine proves indispensable to understanding one of the most vexing social dilemmas of the late twentieth-century Americas: the American cocaine epidemic of the 1980s and, in its wake, the seemingly endless U.S. drug war in the Andes.
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php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend FrameworkMarco Tabini, 2008
Learn to master the secrets of the Zend Framework with this new book from php|architect's popular Nanobook series! Written by Zend DevZone editor and well-known PHP expert Cal Evans, php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend Framework helps you understand the Zend Framework through a detailed roadmap into its features and functionality....

		

Model Predictive Control System Design and Implementation Using MATLAB® (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2009
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is unusual in receiving on-going interest in both industrial and academic circles. Issues such as plant optimization and constrained control which are critical to industrial engineers are naturally embedded in its designs.
Model Predictive Control System Design and Implementation Using MATLAB®...


		

Electrical Engineer's Portable HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2003
THE NO. 1 ON-THE-JOB ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REFERENCE
This quick-look-up working tool, packed with tables, charts, and checklists, takes the guesswork out of almost any electrical design task or calculation. Indispensable for electrical engineers, designers, and technicians, the Handbook provides immediate fingertip...





	

Essential JavaFXPrentice Hall, 2009
As we complete the final edits and our printing deadline looms, we’re excited and grateful to be involved with JavaFX. In February 2009, JavaFX reached the 100,000,000th download of the JavaFX runtime.1 The ranks of JavaFX developers will undoubtedly grow as more developers see the flexibility and power of JavaFX. This synergy, we believe,...

		

Information Fusion in Signal and Image Processing: Major Probabilistic and Non-Probabilistic Numerical ApproachesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The area of information fusion has grown considerably during the last few years, leading to a rapid and impressive evolution. In such fast-moving times, it is important to take stock of the changes that have occurred. As such, this books offers an overview of the general principles and specificities of information fusion in signal and image...


		

iPod & iTunes  For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Connect your iPod or iPod mini to your Mac or PC
Here's just what you need to know to have music wherever you go!      

Music is the language of love, and now both Mac and Windows lovers can jam with iPod! This handy guide shows you how to set up your iPod, load songs (legally), edit playlists, find your way around the iTunes music...
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